
Thank you for your cooperation!

Violators are subject to ejection and possible arrest. 
Repeated offenses will result in a stadium ban.

Guests who appear intoxicated will not be permitted into the ballpark. ALL PERSONS, BAGS, AND 
PERSONAL ITEMS ARE SUBJECT TO INSPECTION AND METAL DETECTION (UNLESS A MEDICAL 

EXEMPTION EXISTS) BEFORE ENTERING THE STADIUM. No bags or items larger than 18”x18”x8” will 
be permitted inside the stadium (standard school backpacks are allowed). John Thurman Field is a 

Non-Smoking facility.

Weapons of any kind
Outside food (Except for medical exemptions, baby food, and sunflower 
seeds) 
Dogs (Except for service dogs and on Thursday nights through the 1st 
baseline ticket gate, non-dog section is 205)
Outside drinks (Except one (1) unopened bottle of water per person. Tumblers Outside drinks (Except one (1) unopened bottle of water per person. Tumblers 
/ thermoses are allowed provided that they: 1) are emptied upon entry 2) do 
not contain any glass components)
Cans, glass bottles, and open containers
Alcohol, marijuana, or illegal substances
Skateboards, scooters, roller skates, or bikes (Bikes are allowed if locked 
immediately upon entry)
Balloons, horns, nets, or laser pointers.Balloons, horns, nets, or laser pointers.
Full size cameras (Unless in possession of a press pass)
Brooms, poles, or tripods.
Umbrellas (Unless they are used on the 3rd baseline general admission, 
please be respectful of other fans’ viewing experience)
Any device that may interfere with and/or distract the players, fans, or 
telecast of the game.
Tailgating is allowed with the purchase of two (2) parking spaces. No Tailgating is allowed with the purchase of two (2) parking spaces. No 
charcoal grills allowed. Alcohol is NOT permitted in the parking lot. Modesto 
Nuts reserve the right to extinguish a grill if it is deemed to be a hazard to 
persons or property.

To ensure the safety of our guests,
the following items are prohibited in the stadium:

SECURITY POLICIES


